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NLI Q&A       Compilation as of 2.6.2019 

Where noted, the answer comes from communication with Rev. Dr. Sarah Calvert, our NLI 
facilitator, or from the CUMC Innovations Report.  

Questions about the Innovations themselves 

• Why do we need to declutter our Finances?  

o From Sarah Calvert: This came from the people we interviewed - essentially the 
church asked for more of this, that is why it is here. We had requests for more 
transparency, and to make it easier to understand financial pictures of the 
church. We also find this is a best practice in order to move on to more 
stewardship of generosity and capital campaigns later in the Innovations 
process. 

• Why so much focus on the G25 demographic for evangelism and connections efforts- 
especially since this is a group who isn’t interested in organized religion?   

o From Sarah Calvert: You already have G25's in your congregation - mostly those 
who grew up in church and find something good at CUMC. There are more of 
these in your neighborhood and building these bridges will mean - more people 
find Jesus who would never have done so at another church.  

• Will we lose the great focus we have on supporting children in our church? 

o No. In fact, the demographic data we looked at shows a large bulge in the under 
17 group over the next few years. The report asks that the Neighborhood 
Connections Team spend time deeply understanding the community using data, 
prayer, and research. Because G25s make up the largest local population, we will 
naturally try to understand how to reach them. But the NCT will also think about 
the broader needs of the population. Also, Innovation 5 on Deeper Discipleship 
pushes us to create opportunities for everyone in the church- young and old- to 
deepen in their walk with the Lord.  

• How will be respect both the history in the building and the historical nature of the 
building itself during the refresh?  

o From the Innovations Report: While the history currently preserved via 
photographs in the Social Hall is deeply meaningful to Clarendon, it is important, 
especially in spaces shared with guests from the community, to showcase a 
vitality of the present and hope for the future. For guests to feel welcome, they 
need to feel like they can see themselves represented in the space. 
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o From Sarah Calvert: Can the people visiting the church first see themselves as 
welcomed (literally - are there spaces that they are comfortable with and they 
see themselves in the space)? After they feel welcome, then they can 
understand the history. Right now – it’s a lot of history. Comments from mystery 
worshipers helped us see this better, as well as the youth, young adults, and 
newcomers. The theme "feels like the 1950's" was said quite a few times. If you 
weren't born in the 1950's, then this makes it hard to see yourself as visually 
welcomed. 

Vote process 

• What will be on the ballot? 

o Just a question asking if you vote yes or no to implement the Innovations report.  

• Can we have a voting window, like on election day?  

o No. The vote will occur at a sent time (likely over about 20 minutes) at a called 
church conference as outlined in the Discipline.  It must be presided over by a 
District Superintendent.  

• Can I leave after I vote? 

o Yes. After you cast your ballot, you may leave.  

 

 

Implementation process, should the congregation vote to implement the Innovations 

• Does the Weekend Innovation Team & Mentor have specific examples of successful 
business practices other churches followed to integrate all the tasks and manage 
competing demands that are bound to arise when trying to complete concurrent NLI 
projects? We keep hearing that we do not need to stop doing anything to go through 
NLI. Yet, we may burn people out (multiple folks on multiple committees and teams 
given their roles). Do you have examples of churches that downsized a current 
committee/ project to dive into NLI?  

o Almost all of our NLI churches have downsized their administrative functions to 
free people up to do ministry rather than do meetings. It just made sense given 
the nature of the plans. If approved, these Innovations are the strategic tasks for 
the next 2 years. It affects almost all parts of the church, so new leaders are 
needed. We have not had a church that has been unable to recruit new leaders 
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because when you set a vision, are clear about the tasks, then people will join in 
and help.  The current leadership, including clergy and staff will not be able to do 
this alone. 

o All of the NLI churches - all of them- have seen new leadership and new people 
who had not had roles before in ministries step up because they believed in the 
vision and the process, appreciated the clarity, and knew the work was defined, 
and not infinite. Working the Innovations will not be “business as usual”, as you 
are doing something new and visionary. 

o Examples from other NLI churches: 

§ One church ended up scaling back some standard “institutional 
maintenance” meetings into quarterly meetings. Once they had their 
Innovations, this left more time to do the Innovations learning and work 
in between those quarterly meetings. 

§ One of our first cohort churches went through the vision alignment 
process and started experimenting with not doing events that didn’t line 
up with the vision and also narrowed the focus of their missions projects, 
which were overlapping and extensive in nature. They have found that 
doing a few things well, rather than too many without enough help, has 
been a huge change for them. 

• How will decisions be made to allow staff to support implementation of NLI efforts?  If 
staff are asked to support NLI implementation, then what process will be followed to 
shift staff from their current responsibilities to NLI tasks?  

o Job descriptions and staffing usage are jobs for the SPRC. That is why they are in 
on the visioning process. I am not sure why this would hold things up - the 
congregation is setting a strategic direction and the staff will be there to 
implement it - there is nothing unusual about that, except most churches never 
bother to outline it clearly and make it a called church conference. NLI has 
extensive laity involvement, so this is not intended to be staff-led work except 
where noted in the Innovations. 

• Can we adjust the timelines- for example, if we want to move faster in one area or 
slower in another?  

o Sarah Calvert: I'd ask that you talk it through with me first and keep them in the 
order we set them overall. We have specific reasons for keeping visioning first, 
for example - it helps the rest of the process move forward. We also don't hear a 
lot of call for a capital campaign yet, but as the decluttering and refurbishing 
work goes on, you will probably find you need it -that's why it’s toward the end. 
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• If our knowledgeable and experienced lay leaders are supposed to keep doing what they 
are doing, how well prepared are these ad hoc teams to reshape CUMC's policies and 
procedures?  

o Many of those existing knowledgeable lay leaders are meant to be deeply 
involved in the NLI process- in fact, the Executive Committee, Trustees, SPRC, 
Finance, and Stewardship are all called out in the NLI report. The new teams 
meant to be created will all be led by individuals selected by the Executive 
Committee.  

o Sarah Calvert: fresh eyes and new gifts can see stuck places much more readily - 
and new gifts will be offered in our experience. This is how we de clutter, right? 
Ask for new eyes to help us see our “stuff”!? 

• What happens if we vote yes and something just flares out- it doesn't move forward, we 
get stuck, etc. What then?  

o Sarah Calvert: We will be there to help.  We learn as much from the stuck places 
as we do from the successful places. Also - the visioning coming first is 
intentional - it helps the rest make progress – it’s like building the track for the 
train to get on. That's why keeping things in order is important. 

• What "resources" does the District offer during NLI implementation- can you give 
specific examples? Is it just staff time from our Mentor, Rhonda? or something else? Do 
they write us a check? Do they bring special training onsite to CUMC?  

o Sarah Calvert: We do a lot of training, the Mentor works with teams (you'll see 
specific places mentioned in the innovations) and Tracy, and we help move 
things along as you need. You'll be very surprised - you have ALL the people and 
leaders you need already at Clarendon, of this I am sure. 

• Who has access to those resources- just Pastor Tracy? For example, can other members 
of the NLI teams speak to Rhonda or Sarah 

o Sarah Calvert: I often talk to and train teams, etc., but our main contact is Tracy, 
so we aren't doing things she doesn't know about. We work very hard to keep 
the pastor always in the loop; she is the one we have invested in training and 
provide ongoing resources to throughout the next two years or so. 

• What is Rhonda's role- to provide advice on occasion, to give us workplans, etc? 

o Sarah Calvert: Rhonda has advice, can help brainstorm, can help teach and 
provide people and resources. It all depends on what you find you need. Also 
keep asking in the Clarendon community - you all have so much talent there, we 
could see that! 


